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**Abstract**

Outer membrane proteins (OMPs) are the proteins in the surface of Gram-negative bacteria. These proteins have diverse functions but a single topology: the β-barrel. Sequence analysis has suggested that this common fold is a β-hairpin repeat protein, and that amplification of the β-hairpin has resulted in 8-26-stranded barrels. Using an integrated approach that combines sequence and structural analyses we find events in which non-amplification diversification also increases barrel strand number. Our network-based analysis reveals strand-number evolutionary pathways, including one that progresses from a primordial 8-stranded barrel to 16-strands and further, to 18-strands. Among these are mechanisms of strand number accretion without domain duplication, like a loop-to-hairpin transition. These mechanisms illustrate perpetuation of repeat protein topology without genetic duplication, likely induced by the hydrophobic membrane. Finally, we find that the evolutionary trace is particularly prominent in the C-terminal half of OMPs, implicating this region in the nucleation of OMP folding.

**Introduction**

Outer membrane beta barrels (OMBBs) have a remarkably homogeneous architecture. All known OMMBs in Gram-negative bacteria, save one (Dong, et al. 2006), are right-handed, up-down beta barrels with the N and C termini of the barrel remaining on the membrane face from which they are inserted. Yet, these proteins carry out all the functions necessary for the interface between the cell and its environment: adhesion, various specific and nonspecific forms of import and efflux, pilus formation, and proteolysis.

The two main structural differences that modulate function among OMBBs are the barrel’s girth and the location of functional amino acids. The barrel’s girth is a function of strand number. Bacterial OMBBs each have an even number of strands between 8 and 26. The addition of each hairpin (two strands connected by a loop) imparts an extra 1.66Å to the radius (Franklin, et al. 2018) in the same way that the addition of an extra two planks to a cask widens the barrel’s radius by a consistent amount. Changing the radius of a barrel alters pore specificity to accommodate or reject molecules for passage based on size. Widening or narrowing the barrel also changes the location of the loops, which makes for better adhesion or pilus formation.

OMBB function can be further diversified by the location of particular amino acids. Diversity of amino acids allows similarly sized pores to have different chemical specificity. Moreover, chemically potent residues impart proteolytic capabilities.

Although there are few instances in which the membrane barrel topology was converged upon independently (Franklin, et al. 2018), most OMBBs are homologous as shown by sequence alignments (Remmert, et al. 2010; Reddy and Saier 2016). Like all diversification events, the diversification that maintained this common fold while accommodating so many diverse functions combined amplification, recombination, and the accretion of mutations. The placement of functional amino acids is most commonly attributed to the accretion of mutations. Conversely, that the OMBBs are all composed of different numbers of tandem hairpins is the basis of early studies demonstrating that OMBBs are a form of repeat protein (Neuwald, et al. 1995). Recent work has clarified that the original repeat unit of the beta hairpin or double hairpin has been amplified to create barrels of different strand numbers (Remmert, et al. 2010).

In general, repeat proteins are believed to be generated by duplication and recombination within a single gene and less commonly by polymerase or strand slippage of DNA hairpins (Marcotte, et al. 1999). Such gene and motif duplication is a common mechanism for generating biological diversity and has occurred throughout evolution, resulting in larger proteins and increasing the diversity of protein function (Ohno 1970; Zhang 2003). Gene duplication is known to be especially prevalent in membrane proteins (Shimizu, et al. 2004). It is noteworthy that the lack of exons in prokaryotes eliminates the possibility of complex editing and recombination events as a mechanism for increasing biological diversity.
The diversification of the OMBBs depends in part on their relative rates of duplication and mutation. Though the relative rates of these two pathways vary by organism, overall duplications are more common than substitution mutations (Katju and Berghorsson 2013). The mutation rate in *E. coli* is $5.4 \times 10^{-10}$ substitutions per base pair per replication (Drake, et al. 1998), while the duplication rate in the closely related *Salmonella* is $2 \times 10^{-3}$ to $4.6 \times 10^{-6}$ duplications per gene per generation (Reams, et al. 2010). At approximately $1 \times 10^5$ base pairs per 300-residue OMBB protein that rate is $10^{-7}$ mutations per gene (including silent mutations). Therefore, the rate of a protein acquiring a single mutation is less than the rate at which a protein will acquire a duplication. However, which of the mutations or duplications are fixed is determined by the benefit, detriment, or neutrality of the diversification event.

Here we explore OMBB diversification through structural similarities and differences among evolutionarily related OMBBs. To do this, we need (1) structural information and (2) a sensitive alignment method. With respect to structural information, we need an OMBB’s strand number and strand/loop boundaries. With respect to the alignment method we need a sensitive method which identifies evolutionarily related OMBBs and which accurately matches related parts. For structural studies, the accuracy of structure prediction is limited. A recent study reports 69% accuracy in correct topology prediction (Hayat, et al. 2016). While this accuracy is impressive, it is insufficient for our purposes. Therefore to address our structural needs we used OMBBs with experimentally-solved structures, so that we have the true strand number and strand identity. This constitutes a major difference between this work and previous studies which relied on structure prediction (Remmert, et al. 2010; Reddy and Saier 2016). We amplified the signal for each structurally solved protein by creating a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) of each protein and its homologues. HMMs are statistical models that represent the sequences of the protein and many of its homologs. It is these HMMs which are then aligned. Using structurally solved proteins to generate HMMs for alignment gives us detailed structural knowledge along with the statistical power of thousands of sequences.

By correlating this structural data with evolutionary relationships we find a strand-number-based pathway of evolution from 8-stranded barrels to 16-stranded barrels to 18-stranded barrels. Moreover, we find evidence that strand-number diversification can occur through mutation, challenging the longstanding view that repeat topology arises from repeating DNA alone. Finally, we find that the C-terminal half of OMBBs shows a particularly strong evolutionary trace signal, which may be relevant to understanding the OMBB folding pathway.

**Results**

**Several groups of OMBBs**

We compiled a data set of 138 OMBBs at <85% sequence similarity, 118 of which share <50% sequence similarity (Franklin, et al. 2018; Franklin and Slusky 2018). To determine evolutionary relationships, we selected homologues to the structurally solved proteins from a database of 279,715 nonredundant sequences and generated hidden Markov model (HMM) profile alignments. The HMMs determine the likelihood of a relationship using a probabilistic model of the multiple sequence alignment and are therefore representative of all homologous sequences in the profile. The results were given as sequence alignments and a score called an E-value, which is the expected probability that there is false positive with a similarity greater than the given score (Soding 2005). These results were mapped into a network model with proteins as nodes and alignments as connections drawn based on the magnitude of the E-value.

In this paper, we focus exclusively on the largest group found at an E-value of $10^{-3}$, which we call the prototypical beta-barrels. We use the E-value $\leq 10^{-3}$ because that value is the most widely used to infer homology, i.e., evolution from a common ancestor, (Pearson 2013) and because it cleanly distinguished the prototypical barrels from other groups of OMBBs. The
other groups of OMBBs, such as the efflux pumps, assembly barrels, and Fim/usher proteins, are described more fully elsewhere (Franklin, et al. 2018).

The majority (71% or 97/138) of OMBBs fall into this single, highly interconnected group and their HMMs collectively represent 50,832 sequences. An interactive version of the prototypical network, allowing visual inspection of the underlying sequence and structural similarity, is available online (http://cytostruct.info/rachel/protos/index.html). The interactive, online network has a scroll bar so that the user can change the E-value cutoff.

Our group of structurally solved prototypical OMBBs is composed of multiple subclusters (fig. 1 and Animation 1). The subclusters are organized by strand number; most barrels that share a strand number are more closely related than barrels that differ in the number of strands. The relationships between the subclusters articulate evolutionary relationships between the strand numbers.

Connections between and among barrels of different strand numbers

Overall, we find that as barrels increase in strand number there is a slight increase in the average amino acid volume in the strands (fig. 2—figure supplement 1), likely because larger barrels would require larger amino acids to enforce the smaller curvature of the larger barrel’s

Figure 1. The prototypical barrels at E-values \( \leq 10^{-3} \) to \( 10^{-12} \) colored by number of strands. Each edge represents sequence similarity between two nodes (barrels) with an E-value less than or equal to the subcaption. Multiple edges between the same pair of nodes have been removed for clarity; the edge with the lowest E-value was kept for visualization. A) E-values \( \leq 10^{-3} \), B) E-values \( \leq 10^{-5} \), C) E-values \( \leq 10^{-7} \), D) E-values \( \leq 10^{-12} \). A gif toggling through the E-values is shown in Animation 1. The equivalent of fig. 1 at 25% sequence similarity is shown in figure 1—figure supplement 1. Supplementary file 1 lists the list the PDBs of the full OMBB dataset. Figure 1—sources data 1 shows all the alignments.
circumference. However, such differences do not mute the relationships between barrels of different sizes.

As discussed above, it is generally understood that a change in strand number would be caused by an amplification event—most likely duplication—and a change in sequence without a change in strand number would most likely be caused by the accretion of mutations. In order to assess the relative frequency of diversifying and then fixing amplification events versus mutation events, we compared the frequency of an alignment between barrels of different strand numbers to the frequency of alignments of barrels with the same strand number. We assessed both the quantity and quality of the alignments between different and among same strand numbers. In order to not over prefer the frequency and quality of the alignments among barrels of the same size, we narrowed our dataset to the 53 barrels of only 25% sequence similarity. The equivalent of fig. 1 at 25% sequence similarity is shown in fig. 1—figure supplement 1.

With respect to the quality of alignments, we find that E-values are always lower among barrels of the same strand number than between barrels of a different strand number (Supplementary file 2). With respect to the quantity of alignments, there is, in all cases, a higher frequency of alignments between strands of the same size barrel than alignments between different sized barrels (fig. 2). The close relationships among barrels of the same size suggest that the different quantity of structures for each barrel size in the PDB may not have a strong biasing effect on our data as barrels of the same size tend to be related. Moreover, although duplication events are known to be more frequent than mutation events, the high frequency and high quality of the alignments between barrels of the same size strongly suggests that for OMBBs, mutation events are much more frequently fixed than duplication events.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**Figure 2. Similarity is higher among prototypical barrels with the same number of strands.** Probability of barrels aligning with other prototypical barrels of the same number of strands compared to the probability of barrels aligning with prototypical barrels with different numbers of strands. Only prototypical OMBBs with < 25% sequence similarity were considered. Alignments of OMBBs shown at E-values < $10^{-3}$ (left), E-values < $10^{-5}$ (center), E-values < $10^{-7}$ (right). If multiple alignments between two proteins existed, we used only the alignment with the smallest E-value. Probability was calculated as the number of alignments in each group divided by the possible combinations of barrel alignments for each group. Moreover, we find that E-values are always lower among barrels of the same strand number than between barrels of a different strand number (Supplementary file 2). Although barrel residues increase in size as they increase in strand number (fig. 2—figure supplement 1) such differences do not mute the relationships between barrels of different sizes.
In order to better understand the repeat nature of the evolution from one strand number to another for all barrel types described above, alignments of sequence similar strands were found internally by allowing the same barrel to self-align. We will refer to internal alignments as internal repeats and to external alignments as alignments.

Internal repeats show the duplications that lead to a full-length protein. All internal repeats within prototypical barrels are hairpin shifts or double hairpin shifts. A hairpin shift is where a set of strands align such that the first two strands are shifted over by two strands in the alignment; for example, a 7-stranded hairpin shift would be an alignment between strands one to seven and strands three to nine. A double hairpin shift is where a set of strands aligns such that the aligned strands of the two alignments are shifted over by four strands with respect to each other.

Internal repeats are identified in 39% of the prototypical barrels and are more characteristic of the smaller β-barrels than the larger ones (fig. 3A with a breakdown by type of internal repeat in fig. 1—figure supplement 1A and 1B). Internal repeats are generally quite robust – even at an E-value of ≤ 10⁻⁵, 36% of the prototypical barrels maintain an internal repeat. A full list of internal alignments identified for all 138 proteins can be found in the supplement (fig. 2—source data 1). Here, we enumerate the patterns that we find in the prototypical barrels (fig. 3 and figure supplement 1).

The 8-stranded barrels only have double hairpin shifts (fig. 3C), while the 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels have single hairpin shifts (fig. 3—figure supplement 1C and 1D, and fig. 3D). No internal repeats are detected in the 10- or 18-stranded barrels. Regardless of the internal repeats that do exist, the 8-, 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels all contain at least one strand that does not contribute to an internal repeat. In the 8-stranded barrels, the fourth and eighth (last) strands are not found in any repeat. In the 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels, the unaligned strands are the first few strands (strand one, strands one to three, and strands one to five, in the 12-, 14-, and 16- stranded barrels respectively).

**Figure 3. Internal repeats of the prototypical barrels.** A) Distribution of all prototypical barrels with an internal repeat. The blue bars represent the total counts, while the red bars represent the counts with an internal repeat. B) Internal repeats are identified for the barrels that are circled. Red circles indicate a single hairpin shift; black indicates a double hairpin shift (See text for definition). C,D) Strands are shown going right to left, N to C, following the orientation in the membrane, with up indicating extracellular and down indicating intracellular. Dark grey strands indicate that all barrels of that size share those strands in the repeat; light grey strands indicate that only some of the barrels have those strands involved in the internal repeat. White strands indicate that these strands are never observed to participate in an internal repeat. The top row of numbers represents the strand number and the bottom row of numbers represents the strand numbers that align with the top numbers in the internal repeat. C) 8-stranded barrels, D) 16-stranded barrels. Fig. 3—figure supplement 1 shows the breakdown of fig. 3A by type of repeat as well as the repeat patterns for 12- and 14-stranded barrels. Fig. 3—source data 1 shows all internal alignments.
Alignments

While internal repeats within a protein may reveal the duplications that lead to a full length protein, alignments between proteins can tell us how the proteins are evolutionarily linked to each other. The alignments between barrels of different strand numbers in the prototypical group (fig. 4) suggest a potential evolutionary pathway. In this section, we describe these alignments in two steps: (1) how the eight-stranded barrels align with the 10-, 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels; and (2) how 14-stranded barrels align with 22-stranded barrels and how 16-stranded barrels align with 18-stranded barrels. The same strands that align within the first step are included in the alignment in the second step. So, although 8-stranded barrels do not align with 18- or 22-stranded barrels, some of the strands are passed through. This means that strands from 8-stranded barrels that align with the 16-stranded barrels are included in the strands in the 16-stranded barrels that align with the 18-stranded barrels. Similarly, the strands in the 8-stranded barrels that align with 14-stranded barrels are included in the strands in the 14-stranded barrel that align with the 22-stranded barrels. Examples of sequence alignments between barrels of different sizes and the lengths of the alignments are shown in the supplement (fig. 4—figure supplements 1 and 2).

Step 1

The alignments between 8-stranded barrels to 10-, 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels represents the first step of strand number diversification. The eight-stranded barrels are at the center of the network (fig. 1A-C) and have similar alignments to 10-, 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels. When the 8-stranded barrels align with the other barrels, the alignment includes at least two, and often as many as all 8, of the strands (fig. 4—figure supplement 1 and 2). These alignments are positioned at the C-terminus such that the last strands of both barrels align, the penultimate strands align, the third-to-last strands align, etc. We find a C-terminal alignment in 165/186 alignments involving an 8-stranded barrel. These alignments represent relationships among 22176 sequences included in the HMMs. However, all 8 strands of the 8-stranded barrel are not always involved in these alignments – although 145/186 alignments involve the last strand of both barrels, just 41/186 cases of this type of alignment contain all 8 strands (representing relationships among 19,460 and 13,736 sequences included in the HMMs, respectively).

Moreover, we find alignments between 10- and 12-stranded barrels (fig. 4—figure supplement 2E), 12- and 14-stranded barrels (fig. 4—figure supplement 2F), and 12- and 16-stranded barrels (fig. 4—figure supplement 2G). We are unable to differentiate, however, between scenarios in which the alignments between two such barrels resulted from the evolution from one barrel to another and those in which they both evolved from an original 8-stranded barrel. Essentially, all alignments between barrels in the second tier of figure 4 follow the pattern of C-terminal alignment observed in step one (32/33 cases representing relationships among 14,198 sequences included in the HMMs).

Step 2

The diversification from 14 to 22 strands, and from 16 to 18 strands is the second step of the strand number diversification. The alignment from the 14- to the 22-stranded barrel is relatively homogeneous. All alignments are between strands 4-13 of the 14-stranded barrels and strands 10-19 of the 22-stranded barrels (fig. 4—figure supplement 2H).

The alignments from the 16-stranded barrels to 18-stranded barrels show extensive variation (fig. 4—figure supplement 2I), falling into four broad categories. The largest category (46% of the alignments observed at E-value < $10^{-3}$, representing relationships among 7,815 sequences included in the HMMs) are a C-terminal alignment of two to ten strands in length, similar to that observed in step 1 with the 8-stranded barrels. The second-largest category (32% of the alignments, representing relationships among 8,635 sequences included in the HMMs) are an N-terminal alignment in which the first strands align, the second strands align, etc., with
between two and 16 strands involved. In the third-largest group (14% of the alignments representing relationships among 5,897 sequences included in the HMMs), strands 1-14 of the 16-stranded barrel align with strands 4-18 of the 18-stranded barrel. Finally, in the fourth and smallest group 24 alignments (9%) have strands which align with loops or loops which align with strands. We sub-categorize these alignments in the fourth category as 4A) loop to hairpin, 4B) loop to hairpin with alternate alignment, and 4C) large rearrangement (fig. 5A). This fourth category, in which loops and strands align, is perhaps the most interesting as it illustrates a potentially new, non-duplication method of strand number diversification.

In order to trust these new but infrequent methods of strand number diversification, it is important that homologues of different strand numbers aren’t heavily populating each other’s HMMs leading profiles to have mistaken alignments between strands and loops. To confirm we haven’t corrupted the strand identities in this way, we checked for homologues which overlapped between HMMs of different strand numbers. Only minimal overlap was found with the average percent overlap between aligned sequences in barrels of different sizes at 0.041%.

Figure 4. Dominant mode of persistence of the 8 strands in strand diversification from 8 to 22 strands at an E-value $\leq 10^{-4}$. 8-stranded proteins are found to align to proteins with 10, 12, 14 and 16 strands. The strands that initially align from the 8-stranded barrels in the 16-stranded barrels can be aligned from 16-stranded barrels to 18-stranded barrels. Moreover, the strands that align between the 8- and 14-stranded barrels align between the 14- and 22-stranded barrels. However, 8-stranded barrels themselves do not directly align with the 18- or 22-stranded barrels. Arrows indicate alignment between proteins of different strand numbers. Pink strands align with pink strands, red strands align with red strands, etc. An asterisk indicates multiple patterns are observed as described in the text though only the most prevalent one is shown. White strands are strands that are not found to align to the original eight strands between barrels of different sizes, although they may be part of the alignment between proteins of different strand numbers. Examples of sequence alignments between barrels of different sizes and the lengths of the alignments are in supplement fig. 4—figure supplement 1 and 2 respectively.

and a maximum percent overlap of 3.7%.

The first of the three loop-to-strand alignment mechanisms is a loop to hairpin transition (fig. 5B) in which a long loop folds down to form a new hairpin between two existing strands. We observe two examples of this type of transition (fig. 5A orange arrows from cyan to blue) in which the 16-stranded loop folds down to form a hairpin in the 18-stranded barrel (representing relationships among 2,903 sequences included in the HMMs). We also observe loop to hairpin transitions in which the 18-stranded barrel contains the loop and the 16-stranded barrel contains the hairpin (fig. 5A orange arrows from blue to cyan blue). We identify nine examples of this transition, representing relationships among 4,398 sequences included in the HMMs. If this diversification occurred from the 16-stranded barrel to the 18-stranded barrel these represent a
hairpin to loop transition. If this diversification occurred in the 18- to 16-stranded barrel direction, then it must be accompanied by a four strand deletion.

Additionally, there are six alignments (representing relationships among 3,737 sequences included in the HMMs) that appear to be a loop-to-hairpin transition from 18 to 16 strands, but that also have a second alternative alignment in the same region (five red arrows in fig. 5A). Like internal repeats, alternative alignments are a hallmark of duplication. Of the six we find, two have a second alternate loop-to-hairpin alignment while the remaining four loop-to-hairpin alignments have alternate C-terminal contiguous alignments.

The final type of loop-to-strand alignment is a large rearrangement in which there is a loop-to-hairpin transition, a strand to a loop transition, and a loop to a strand transition (fig. 5A).

Figure 5. The unusual alignments of the 16- to 18-stranded barrels. A) The subnetwork of unusual alignments with E-values shown above the arrow. 16-stranded barrels are shown in cyan; 18-stranded barrels are shown in blue. Full alignments with E-values are shown in fig. 5—figure supplement 1. In B) and C) loops are colored to reflect the strands that they were or have become. Strand boundaries are determined by a combination of $\phi$ and $\psi$ angles and hydrogen bonding patterns as described in the methods section. A representative alignment is shown below each diagram. Only strands are colored in the alignments to match the colors in the diagrams. B) Loop to hairpin. A large loop in the left barrel (yellow/orange) becomes two strands in the right barrel. C) Large rearrangement. In this rearrangement, the loop between a and b in the 16-stranded barrel becomes two strands in the 18-stranded barrel and strand b of the 16-stranded barrel becomes a loop in the 18-stranded barrel while the loop between c and d becomes a strand. Some barrels have alternative structures in which some amino acids in the extracellular region of the barrel may be defined as loop where in other structures they are defined as strand or vice versa. Only one of the 1653 alignments in the 10-3 E-value network changes strand number alignment based on alternative structure. That alignment is shown in fig. 5—figure supplement 2 and does not change any data shown in fig. 5.
green arrows and fig. 5C). Altogether that makes three loops and two strands in the 16-stranded barrels that are rearranged to form five loops and four strands. This has the unusual effect of aligning an extracellular-facing strand to a periplasmic-facing strand. We observe seven instances of this type of rearrangement, representing relationships among 3,849 sequences included in the HMMs. These seven examples involve seven different 16-stranded proteins aligning to create the same large rearrangement with the same 18-stranded barrel (PDB ID 5LDV, fig. 5A). This is the same 18-stranded barrel involved in an alignment of a loop-to-hairpin transition as described above (fig. 5A).

Not only does the large rearrangement increase the total number of strands, it also results in a redirection of strand topology. Outside of the 16- to 18-stranded transitions, we find just four other examples of misdirection in strand topology, identified between four 14-stranded barrels (PDB ID 3bs0, 3bry, 3dwo, and 1t16) and the same 16-stranded barrel (PDB ID 4y25), representing relationships among 3,165 sequences included in the HMMs. In all four examples of 14- to 16-stranded barrels that have a topology change, strands 3-12 align to strands 4-16; an example of this alignment is shown in fig. 4—figure supplement 1.

In each of these loop-to-strand alignments there is generally more than one protein which aligns in the same way to the second protein. In these cases, it is unlikely that all proteins independently made the same loop-to-strand transition. More likely is that when one barrel evolved to another barrel, homologues of the original barrel maintained substantial similarity with the newly formed barrel or homologues to the descendental barrel arose that maintained homology with the original barrel. This similarity of original barrels can be seen in the seven 16-stranded barrels which align through a loop-to-hairpin transition to the 18-stranded barrel 5LDV (Fig. 5A, left). The 16-stranded barrels are highly similar to each other (average log E-value of $2.87 \times 10^{-23}$). Thus, it is likely that only one of these diversification events actually occurred and the others are a residual alignment to other closely related barrels.

What makes the loop-to-strand transition surprising is water-soluble loop regions becoming membrane-spanning β-strands and vice versa. This suggests that there is a low barrier to such a transition. We therefore tested for differences between loops and strands by assessing the polarity alternation and hydrophobicity of the aligned regions (see Methods).

The alignments between 16-stranded barrels and 18-stranded barrels which contain large rearrangements tend to have a lower E-value than those that contain loop to hairpin transitions. However, it is unclear if the lower E-values are a feature of large rearrangements or a feature of aligning to the protein 5ldv. We note that 5ldv is the only trimeric, prototypical 18-stranded barrel and that all the 16-stranded barrels it aligns to that have a large rearrangement are also trimers. Due to the small numbers of examples of these transitions we cannot conclusively determine the significance or origin of the lower E-values associated with the large rearrangements between 5ldv and the 16-stranded barrels. Beta-strands have a sequence hallmark of alternating polar and non-polar amino acids. Therefore, we checked for an increase in polarity alternation between the residues which are part of the alignments that are loops in one structure and strands in another structure. The average polarity alternation in the loop conformation is 45% and the average polarity alternation in the strand conformation is 55%. However, both polarity alternation percentages are more like the alternation percentage of our control set of strands (44%) than the alternation percentage of our control loops (28%).

In contrast to the similarity in polarity alternation between loops and strands, we found that the loop regions were less hydrophobic than the strand regions with which they aligned although they are more hydrophobic than the loops in our control. We averaged hydropathy values (Kyte and Doolittle 1982) for the amino acids which are part of the alignments and are loops in one structure and strands in another structure. The average hydropathy in the loop conformation is -0.57 and the average hydropathy in the strand conformation is -0.22 (negative is hydrophilic and positive is hydrophobic). Though these differ from each other, they are more
hydrophobic and less different than our control loops and strands which we found to have hydrophathy scores of -1.11 and -0.40 respectively.

C-terminal conservation

Determining the positional preference of alignments between barrels of different strand numbers allows us to trace a conserved, possibly "original", set of strands through all the barrel sizes (fig. 4). The last seven strands of the 8-stranded barrels can be traced to the last strands of the 10-, 12-, 14-, 16- barrels, and then to the last strands of the 18-stranded barrels and to the middle of the 22-stranded barrels.

Because many of the alignments that we find are between fragments of proteins, we can assess the alignment preference for fragments at different positions within the protein. For each strand-position of each barrel of the same strand number (all strand 1 of 8-stranded barrels, all strand 2 of 8-stranded barrels, etc.) we assessed the number of times that strand position participated in an alignment. Documenting these alignments led to the observation that we find a significant conservation (i.e., reuse of sequence between proteins) of strands in the C-terminal half of the protein and a much lower conservation overall for the N-terminus (fig. 6, fig. 6—figure supplement 1 at 25% sequence identity shows a similar trend). We find this C-terminal half's conservation to be the case for proteins of all strand numbers.

Discussion

Looking at a combination of structural and sequence information allows us to trace how genetic changes influence structural changes, revealing evolutionary pathways and challenging the relationship between genetic duplication and structural repetition of repeat proteins. For this analysis high resolution structures are necessary to find these detailed evolutionary pathways. Moreover, the 97 experimentally solved structures of prototypical barrels in our data set map to 50,832 homologous sequences incorporated into our HMM alignments. Given that the total number of OMBB sequences was assessed to be 48,731 (Freeman and Wimley 2012) or 76,760 (Reddy and Saier 2016), our methods have good coverage of the space of the non-structurally characterized OMBBs.

Prevalence of divergence from mutations vs. duplication

Our analysis of the relative frequency and quality of alignments between barrels of the same size and barrels of different sizes illustrates that alignments are always more likely to be among barrels of the same strand number than between barrels of different strand numbers (fig. 2, Supplementary file 2). Moreover, as demonstrated by lower E-values, the quality of the alignments between barrels of the same strand numbers are better than those between barrels of different strand numbers. This difference in alignment quality demonstrates that for OMBBs partial-gene duplication events that are fixed are rare, despite duplication events being more common than mutation events generally. Strand-number changes may thus be understood as discrete events which can be charted as steps of evolutionary diversification.

Internal repeats and the primordial barrel

The large percentage of prototypical barrels that have internal alignments suggests that strand number diversification – when it occurs – largely results from amplification. Our data is consistent with these duplications occurring for many different numbers of strands. Although the 8-stranded barrel is the smallest known OMBB single chain barrel, we see an internal double hairpin shift, an interval of four strands from each other. Strands 1-3 align with strands 5-7 in 8/14 of 8-stranded barrels. This alignment points to the idea that the 8-stranded beta barrel evolved from a smaller segment, likely the double hairpin described previously (Remmert, et al. 2010). Given the large number of 3- and 7-stranded alignments (fig. 6—figure supplement 2),
the structure further implies that the last strand of these double hairpin units has degenerated, possibly due to evolutionary pressure.

A primordial 8-stranded barrel with an internal double hairpin repeat raises the possibility that a primordial four strands formed a multi-chain beta barrel. These strands would then have been duplicated to form the first single-chain barrel. Since most repeat proteins do not have function as individual domains, it has been hypothesized that many repeat proteins were originally homo-oligomers (Ponting and Russell 2000). This hypothesis supports the idea of the primordial barrel as a multi-chain beta barrel like YadA (Franklin, et al. 2018): a trimeric adhesion protein, where each chain contributes four strands (a double hairpin) to create a 12-stranded barrel.

A pathway for strand number diversification

Our graph of strand number connectivity (fig. 4) demonstrates a likely evolutionary path towards strand number diversification. The alignment data is consistent with the notion of a primordial 8-stranded barrel that developed more strands at the N-terminus through hairpin duplication (or some other evolutionary mechanism) to ultimately create 10-, 12-, 14-, and 16-stranded barrels. From these branching points, there were two secondary evolutionary transitions: 22-stranded barrels evolved from the 14-stranded barrels and 18-stranded barrels evolved from the 16-stranded barrels.

For many of the branch points there is only one location of the aligned strands from one strand number to another. The consistency of that location indicates that either there was a single event that caused the additional strands and then diversification from that point, or that

---

**Figure 6. Conservation of strands in the prototypical barrels at <85% sequence identity.** For each alignment involving two prototypical barrels, we determined the identity of the strands in each barrel. Each graph represents the distribution of the strands reused in that barrel size. Fig. 6—figure supplement 1 shows a similar trend at 25% sequence identity. The length distribution of these alignment (at 85% sequence) is shown in fig. 6—figure supplement 2.
there is a preferred pathway of duplication which all strand-increase events follow. The fact that the 18- and 22-stranded barrels overwhelmingly have alignments among them that encompass the entirety of both barrels (fig. 6 and fig. 6—figure supplement 2) suggests that many barrels of these sizes are orthologs.

**Novel diversification mechanisms**

The pattern of conservation in the 16- to 18-stranded barrels illustrates that a repeating topology can be created without motif duplications. Moreover, the alignments between 16- and 18-stranded barrels suggest more than one evolutionary path to an addition of two strands. Since we are hypothesizing that the 16-strand to 18-strand barrel transition event is among the more recent of the strand number diversification events (i.e., step 2), it makes sense that we can map these events more clearly than the other strand diversification events. These novel diversification mechanisms may have been used by other strand number transitions, but as those transitions would be older they would in turn be more likely to have been obscured by further evolution.

Some of the transitions between 16- and 18-stranded barrels occur through large rearrangements and shifts that used existing amino acids to generate the addition of two new strands rather than generating them through gene duplication (fig. 5). The types of rearrangements we see imply that the boundary between strand and loop may be somewhat fluid. Since half of strand residues are hydrophilic, membrane-bound strands are not too hydrophobic to become loops. Conversely, loops can become strands. In comparing the differences in hydrophobicity and in polarity alternation between the loops that become strands we find that for both qualities the loops and strands aligned in the transitions are more similar to each other than other loops and strands are similar to each other. It may be that the accretion of a few mutations from polar to charged amino acids cause a tight turn to be more favorable and insertion into the membrane less favorable. Alternately, we cannot rule out the possibility that the loop to strand transitions and the large rearrangements are the result of indels. We hope that further research will bring more clarity to these strand number diversification mechanisms.

The novel mechanisms of strand number diversification are a strong counterargument to the intuitive understanding that all repeat segments in repeat proteins are made from gene/motif duplications. Moreover, the creation of a repeat segment by something other than a duplication event indicates that both the environment and function of OMBBs required the repeated structural motif. In the process of collecting this data, we created other iterations of the alignment dataset, with slightly fewer sequence inputs. These iterations generated different alignments, but presented the same novel mechanisms of diversification with similar rates of occurrence. Therefore, it appears that the environment and function of the barrel enforces the structural repeats of hairpins in the beta barrel, even without sequence repeats.

**Transition from 14- to 22-stranded barrels**

The mechanism of amplification for the 14- to 22-stranded barrel transition remains opaque. It may be that barrels larger than 18 strands require a large stabilizing domain plugging the pore, such as the β-sandwich observed in the middle of the 22-stranded barrels. The 14-stranded barrels from which the 22-stranded barrels evolved have small N-terminal plug domains with tertiary structure; other barrels with more than 10 strands have occluding loops but not domains with tertiary structure. The presence of the more structured plug could have facilitated the 22-stranded barrels to branch off of the 14-stranded barrels. However, the unusual, non-C-terminal localization of the strands from the 14-stranded barrel in the 22-stranded barrel, as well as the overall lack of internal duplication in 22-stranded barrels, implies that this transition used a different style of amplification than the mechanisms described here. We hope that future analysis will explain this puzzling transition.
No change in direction

The existence of strand number diversification events that are not hairpin duplications means that strand number diversification could occur with single strand additions. This raises the question: if single strand additions are possible, why are all bacterial OMBBs even-stranded? We believe that this is because the strands and loops encode a membrane topology that is difficult to override. Unlike inner membrane proteins with a positive inside rule (von Heijne and Gavel 1988), outer membranes show a charge-out rule within their strands (Seshadri, et al. 1998; Slusky and Dunbrack 2013). Addition of an odd number of strands anywhere but the C-terminus would change the directionality of all subsequent strands. The preference for directional maintenance is so intense that of all 2642 alignments represented in Figure 1, there are only 11 instances of strand redirection (fig. 5A, 5C, figure 5—figure supplement 1) in which any strands change topology (from N-terminus periplasmic to N-terminus extracellular or vice versa). The 11 instances we document (fig. 5A, figure 5—figure supplement 1) representing relationships among 6,978 sequences in the HMM profiles all have a single strand that flips from the N-terminal end of the strand facing into the cell to the N-terminal end of the strand facing out of the cell. However, in all cases the topology flip is then corrected by a subsequent strand becoming a loop so that the topology reversal is not perpetuated through the entire protein. The topological rigidity of duplications in beta barrels contrasts with duplications in helical proteins, which are distributed roughly evenly between parallel and antiparallel duplications (Hennerdal, et al. 2010).

Increasing strand numbers more prevalent than decreasing

The relational network shows frequent strand additions; however, it is less clear on the prevalence of strand subtractions. If figure 1 is viewed with a primordial 8-stranded barrel (fig. 4) in mind, all nodes of a lower strand number branch off groups of nodes of a higher strand number. The most ambiguous example is the unusual case of 12-stranded 2wjr, which aligns to 8-stranded barrels and 16-stranded barrels. Since many of the 8- and 16-stranded barrels align with each other, it is unclear if this 12-stranded barrel evolved from the gain of four strands from the 8-stranded barrels or if it is an unusual case of a loss of four strands from the 16-stranded barrel.

Though we find no clear cases of strand deletion, we cannot exclude the possibility that some of the alignments between larger and smaller barrels are deletions from the large to the small barrel rather than duplications from the small to the large barrel. For example, some of the alignments between 16- and 18-stranded barrels may originate at the 18-stranded barrel and result in the 16-stranded barrel. The observed loop-to-hairpin transitions from 18-stranded barrels to 16-stranded barrels, although not evidence of a deletion, may be evidence of a mechanism of diversification that can proceed from larger barrels to smaller barrels. We attribute the lack of any unambiguous strand loss events to any one of the following three causes, or a combination thereof: 1) The rate of gene or domain deletions in bacteria (Nilsson, et al. 2005) is generally regarded to be lower than that of gene or domain duplications in bacteria (Starlinger 1977; Reams, et al. 2010; Katju and Berghorsson 2013); 2) Because the primordial, 8-stranded, single-chain barrel appears to be the smallest, starting from that barrel would require two strand change events—one addition and then one subtraction—in order to see a subtraction; 3) Strand change events are sufficiently difficult to fix and happen infrequently enough that the sample size is underpowered to detect them.

No 20-stranded barrels

It is surprising that structures have been resolved for every even number of stranded barrel from 8 to 26, with the exception of 20-stranded barrels (fig 3A). Even the more permissive search used by Reddy and Saier, which predicts over 50,000 barrels, does not find any 20-stranded OMBBs for bacteria (Reddy and Saier 2016).
Our sequence similarity networks shed some light on this mystery. If 20-stranded barrels require a large plug for stabilization, they would need to have diversified from the small set of large-plug-containing barrels, as the 22-stranded barrels did. Moreover, OMBB strand numbers are clearly not randomly distributed. Our network demonstrates that strand number transitions are rare, likely requiring distinct and improbable events. Based on the type of transitions we have seen, the most likely pathways would be either a doubling of a 10-stranded barrel or one of the mechanisms of strand addition seen in the 16-to-18 strand transition, applied to an 18-stranded barrel. However, 10-stranded barrels are rare enough themselves, with only three occurrences in our data set. Moreover, a strand addition from 18 would be three transitions away from the primordial group, a number of steps that has not yet been documented. Given the rarity of amplification events, it may be that 20-stranded barrels have not yet been sampled.

C-terminal strand conservation

While prior work has shown that membrane proteins diversify more than other proteins (Shimizu, et al. 2004; Sojo, et al. 2016), we extend these results to demonstrate that this diversification is applied unequally. It is easier to find evolutionary traces in the C-terminal half of outer membrane proteins than in the N-terminal half. This is an overarching feature of OMBBs; however, it is most distinct for 16-stranded barrels (fig. 6, fig. 6—figure supplement 1). These results are either due to negative selection (i.e., suppression of fixation in the C-terminal half), or positive selection that leads to diversification in the N-terminal half.

The importance of the penultimate strands of the OMBBs has been observed before. For example, mutational studies of 8-stranded OmpA identify strand 6 as being particularly important for folding (Koebnik 1999; Stapleton, et al. 2015). Moreover, constructs containing duplicated strands of the 8-stranded protein OmpX also successfully folded, as long as strands 4 and 5 were included (Arnold, et al. 2007). The prominence of the penultimate strands in OMBB folding may explain unsuccessful attempts at design as well. For instance, the unsuccessful attempt to increase the number of strands in OmpG by duplicating the final hairpin pushed the penultimate hairpin out of the penultimate position. (Korkmaz, et al. 2015).

The conservation in the C-terminal half does not appear to be related to the beta signal sequence (Struyve, et al. 1991), which would be located in the final strand of the barrel as the final strand appears less conserved. Rather, this pattern of reuse may be a result of (post-translationally) folding the C-terminal half of the barrel first, as has recently been posited (Maurya and Mahalakshmi 2016). If this is shown to be true for other proteins, it may suggest that C-terminal conservation protects the folding pathway. Previous investigation of soluble proteins has shown that the folding nucleus of proteins is more conserved than the rest of the protein, in order to preserve the ability of the protein to fold (Mirny and Shakhnovich 2001). The C-terminal half may nucleate folding by inserting the first beta-strands, thereby creating a template for further beta-strand formation (fig. 7A). Alternately, this C-terminal half conservation supports the folding mechanism might be similar to the mechanism recently proposed for the mitochondrial SAM50 (Höhr, et al. 2018). In this scenario, BamA would incorporate C-terminal strands of the unfolded client protein into the assembly barrel with the N-terminus of the client protein held in the pore of the assembly protein (fig. 7B). Future research must assess the folding mechanism of more bacterial, prototypical beta barrels before the reason for conservation of the strands on the C-terminal half of the protein can be fully understood.

Overall, mapping sequence alignments with solved structures of prototypical beta barrels sheds light on the evolution of these diverse proteins and illustrates new mechanisms of how genetic changes influence structural changes. As greater numbers of prototypical beta barrels are structurally characterized, more links will be elucidated. However, even with many more structurally resolved beta barrels, we may never see the branches that fully map the diversification space as steps are swallowed by evolution.
Barrel Network Creation

The barrel network was created following the method previously described (Franklin, et al. 2018). Briefly, we generated an HMM profile for each barrel in our set of 138 proteins from the database unicluster30_2017_10 (available at http://wwwuser.gwdg.de/~compbiol/unicluster/2017_10/) using default parameters for HHblits including a MAC threshold at 0.35. HMM-HMM aligners are more sensitive than using PSI-BLAST or HMMER3 for building iterative HMM profiles (Remmert, et al. 2012). The MSA in a3m format for our HMMs are available online at https://github.com/SluskyLab/OMBB_A3Mfiles.git. Then, we identified evolutionary relationships using the sensitive HMM sequence aligner HHsearch (Soding 2005). HHsearch uses local alignments, meaning that it is not forced to align full sequences. Rather it can align subsections within proteins and can identify more than one possible alignment. We applied a 20-residue cutoff which is a length that includes 99.7% of hairpins in our database. The prototypical barrel cluster was defined as the large cluster that had no connection with an E-value ≤ 10^{-3} to any other OMBB.

We organized the set of proteins and their alignments as a network, using Cytoscape (Saito, et al. 2012), and CyToStruct (Nepomnyachiy, et al. 2015) to easily view the alignments in a molecular viewer. The resulting network is available online at: http://cytostruct.info /rachel/protos/index.html. Readers can change the E-value cutoff and see the resulting networks; for instance, using a more stringent cutoff removes edges, resulting in a more fragmented network. The structure of a protein can be viewed in a molecular viewer by clicking its node. The structural and sequence alignment can be viewed by clicking the edge. Strands were defined using in-house software, Polar Bearal, as previously described (Slusky and Dunbrack 2013; Franklin, et al. 2018), available from

Figure 7. Possible mechanisms of OMBB folding. The C-terminal half of beta barrels evince a strong evolutionary trace. The strong evolutionary trace may be indicative of nucleation. A. Nucleation on side of barrel: Such nucleation could occur with the second half of the nascent barrel (red squiggly lines) forming beta hairpins in the membrane (boundaries shown with gray planes) along strands of the outer membrane translocation machinery, BamA with POTRA domains (solid blue barrel with five attached spheres). The rest of the nascent barrel would use the formed strands as a template. B. Nucleation in incorporation of barrel: the strong evolutionary trace may also be indicative of beta strand incorporation, whereby the second half of the beta barrel is incorporated into BamA. In this model, the conserved strands form new strands in the BamA barrel while the N-terminal half of the protein inserts through the center of the barrel. Ultimately the nascent barrel buds off of the BamA, creating a new OMBB.
https://github.com/SluskyLab/PolarBearal.git. This uses the phi/psi angles to label residues as helix, strand, or other secondary structure. The strands are defined by hydrogen bonding between regions of strand-like residues.

Some barrels have alternative structures in which some amino acids in the extracellular region of the barrel may be defined as loop where in other structures they are defined as strand or vice versa. Barrels for which multiple structures are available, were analyzed using the longest and shortest strand definitions. Using alternative structures alters the number of strands in only one of the 1653 alignments in the 10-3 E-value network (fig. 5—figure supplement 2). That alignment does not change the features reported here nor is it one of the transitions described in fig 5.

Internal Repeats
Internal repeats were identified by self-aligning each of the 138 β-barrels using HHalign. Results were filtered to only include alignments with an HHalign probability >75% and E-values≤10⁻³. The HHalign probability is the log-odds probability of whether the alignment was produced by the HMM versus a random model (Soding 2005). The full set of results can be found in the supplemental file InternalRptsE10-3.xlsx.

Polarity alternation and hydrophobicity calculations
Alignments of 16-and 18-stranded β-barrels where strands aligned with loops were selected for hydrophobicity and alternating polarity assessment. Any residue that aligned with a gap was not used in the calculation. Strand/loop regions that had alignments with multiple other strand/loops were included if they contained less than 50% amino acid identity compared to the same region in other alignments. Control datasets for both loops and strands were created using all the strands and extracellular loops in 16- and 18-stranded β-barrels that were not part of any loop-strand transition alignment.

Hydrophobicity was calculated as the average of each residues’ hydrophobicity (Kyte and Doolittle 1982) in that strand/loop region. Alternating hydrophobicity was calculated by dividing the number of residues with opposite polarity of the previous amino acid by the total number of residues. Hydrophobicity alternation was calculated for residues after the starting residue of the strand/loop and did not include residues immediately after a sequence gap. A,F,I,L,M,P,V,W and Y were considered nonpolar. C,D,E,G,H,K,N,Q,R,S, and T were considered polar.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.
The prototypical barrels at E-values ≤10⁻³ to 10⁻¹² colored by number of strands. Each edge represents sequence similarity between two nodes (barrels) with an E-value less than or equal to the subcaption. Multiple edges between the same pair of nodes have been removed for clarity; the edge with the lowest E-value was kept for visualization. A) E-values ≤10⁻³, B) E-values ≤10⁻⁵, C) E-values ≤10⁻⁷, D) E-values ≤10⁻¹². A gif toggling through the E-values is shown in Animation 1. The equivalent of fig. 1 at 25% sequence similarity is shown in figure 1—
figure supplement 1. Supplementary file 1 lists the list the PDBs of the full OMBB dataset. Figure 1—source data 1 shows all the alignments.

622 623

Figure 2.

626 Similarity is higher among prototypical barrels with the same number of strands.

627 Probability of barrels aligning with other prototypical barrels of the same number of strands
628 compared to the probability of barrels aligning with prototypical barrels with different numbers of
629 strands. Only prototypical OMBBs with < 25% sequence similarity were considered. Alignments
630 of OMBBs shown at E-values < 10^-3 (left), E-values < 10^-5 (center), E-values < 10^-7 (right). If
631 multiple alignments between two proteins existed, we used only the alignment with the smallest
632 E-value. Probability was calculated as the number of alignments in each group divided by the
633 possible combinations of barrel alignments for each group. Moreover, we find that E-values are
634 always lower among barrels of the same strand number than between barrels of a different
635 strand number (Supplementary file 2). Although barrel residues increase in size as they
636 increase in strand number (fig. 2—figure supplement 1) such differences do not mute the
637 relationships between barrels of different sizes.

638

639

Figure 3.

640 Internal repeats of the prototypical barrels. A) Distribution of all prototypical barrels with an
641 internal repeat. The blue bars represent the total counts, while the red bars represent the counts
642 with an internal repeat. B) Internal repeats are identified for the barrels that are circled. Red
643 circles indicate a single hairpin shift; black indicates a double hairpin shift (See text for
644 definition). C,D) Strands are shown going right to left, N to C, following the orientation in the
645 membrane, with up indicating extracellular and down indicating intracellular. Dark grey strands
646 indicate that all barrels of that size share those strands in the repeat; light grey strands indicate
647 that only some of the barrels have those strands involved in the internal repeat. White strands
648 indicate that these strands are never observed to participate in an internal repeat. The top row
649 of numbers represents the strand number and the bottom row of numbers represents the strand
650 numbers that align with the top numbers in the internal repeat. C) 8-stranded barrels, D) 16-
651 stranded barrels. Fig. 3—figure supplement 1 shows the breakdown of fig. 3A by type of repeat
652 as well as the repeat patterns for 12- and 14-stranded barrels. Fig. 3—source data 1 shows all
653 internal alignments.

654

655 Figure 4.

656 Dominant mode of persistence of the 8 strands in strand diversification from 8 to 22
657 strands at an E-value≤10^-4. 8-stranded proteins are found to align to proteins with 10, 12, 14
658 and 16 strands. The strands that initially align from the 8-stranded barrels in the 16-stranded
659 barrels can be aligned from 16-stranded barrels to 18-stranded barrels. Moreover, the strands
660 that align between the 8- and 14-stranded barrels align between the 14- and 22-stranded
661 barrels. However, 8-stranded barrels themselves do not directly align with the 18- or 22-
662 stranded barrels. Arrows indicate alignment between proteins of different strand numbers. Pink
663 strands align with pink strands, red strands align with red strands, etc. An asterisk indicates
664 multiple patterns are observed as described in the text though only the most prevalent one is
665 shown. White strands are strands that are not found to align to the original eight strands
666 between barrels of different sizes, although they may be part of the alignment between proteins
667 of different strand numbers. Examples of sequence alignments between barrels of different
668 sizes and the lengths of the alignments are in supplement fig. 4—figure supplement 1 and 2
669 respectively.
Figure 5. The unusual alignments of the 16- to 18-stranded barrels. A) The subnetwork of unusual alignments with E-values shown above the arrow. 16-stranded barrels are shown in cyan; 18-stranded barrels are shown in blue. Full alignments with E-values are shown in fig. 5—figure supplement 1. In B) and C) loops are colored to reflect the strands that they were or have become. Strand boundaries are determined by a combination of $\phi$ and $\psi$ angles and hydrogen bonding patterns as described in the methods section. A representative alignment is shown below each diagram. Only strands are colored in the alignments to match the colors in the diagrams. B) Loop to hairpin. A large loop in the left barrel (yellow/orange) becomes two strands in the right barrel. C) Large rearrangement. In this rearrangement, the loop between a and b in the 16-stranded barrel becomes two strands in the 18-stranded barrel and strand b of the 16-stranded barrel becomes a loop in the 18-stranded barrel while the loop between c and d becomes a strand. Some barrels have alternative structures in which some amino acids in the extracellular region of the barrel may be defined as loop where in other structures they are defined as strand or vice versa. Only one of the 1653 alignments in the 10-3 E-value network changes strand number alignment based on alternative structure. That alignment is shown in fig. 5—figure supplement 2 and does not change any data shown in fig. 5.

Figure 6. Conservation of strands in the prototypical barrels at <85% sequence identity. For each alignment involving two prototypical barrels, we determined the identity of the strands in each barrel. Each graph represents the distribution of the strands reused in that barrel size. Fig. 6—figure supplement 1 shows a similar trend at 25% sequence identity. The length distribution of these alignment (at 85% sequence) is shown in fig. 6—figure supplement 2.

Figure 7. Possible mechanisms of OMBB folding. The C-terminal half of beta barrels evince a strong evolutionary trace. The strong evolutionary trace may be indicative of nucleation. . A. Nucleation on side of barrel: Such nucleation could occur with the second half of the nascent barrel (red squiggly lines) forming beta hairpins in the membrane (boundaries shown with gray planes) along strands of the outer membrane translocation machinery, BamA with POTRA domains (solid blue barrel with five attached spheres). The rest of the nascent barrel would use the formed strands as a template. B. Nucleation in incorporation of barrel: the strong evolutionary trace may also be indicative of beta strand incorporation, whereby the second half of the beta barrel is incorporated into BamA. In this model, the conserved strands form new strands in the BamA barrel while the N-terminal half of the protein inserts through the center of the barrel. Ultimately the nascent barrel buds off of the BamA, creating a new OMBB.

Supplemental Figure Captions

Figure 1—figure supplement 1

Prototypical barrels at 25% sequence similarity at an E-value ≤ 10^{-3} to 10^{-12} colored by number of strands. Each edge represents an interaction between two nodes (barrels) with an E-value less than or equal to the subcaption. Multiple edges between the same pair of nodes have been removed for clarity; the edge with the lowest E-value was kept for visualization.

Figure 2 —figure supplement 1
Average side chain volume by the size of the barrel in strands. Inward-facing residues face towards the barrel pore, while the outward-facing residues face the membrane. $R^2$ values for the line of best fit are shown.

**Figure 3 — figure supplement 1**

**Additional details regarding internal repeats.** Strands are shown going right to left, N to C, following the orientation in the membrane, with up indicating extracellular and down indicating intracellular. Dark grey strands indicate that all barrels of that size share those strands in the repeat; light grey strands indicate that only some of the barrels have those strands involved in the internal repeat. White strands indicate that these strands are never observed to participate in an internal repeat. The top row of numbers represents the strand number and the bottom row of numbers represents the strand numbers that align with the top numbers in the internal repeat.

A) Distribution by barrel size of the types of internal repeats. Compare with Fig. 3A. B) Distribution of internal repeat type identified in the prototypical barrels. C and D) Diagram of the internal repeat for the 12- and 14- stranded barrels.

**Figure 4 — figure supplement 1**

**Longest sequence alignments between barrels of different strand numbers.** Longest sequence alignments between barrels of different sizes at E-values ≤ 10^{-3}. The colors - red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple, plum - represent strand numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 in that order. For example, in the second alignment, red is aligning to cyan signifying that strand 1 aligns with strand 5. If higher number strands align then the colors wrap around again so that red to plum represent 9-16, etc. In all alignments, the smaller barrel is the top sequence; the larger barrel is the bottom sequence.

**Figure 4 — figure supplement 2**

**Number of strands involved in alignments.** Number of strands involved in the alignments between barrels of different sizes at an E-value ≤ 10^{-5} at 85% sequence identity. The number of strands of the smaller barrel is counted.

**Figure 5 — figure supplement 1**

**Full alignments of figure 5.** Full alignments for diagrams in figure 5. Strands are colored - red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, lavender – to represent the strand numbers 1-6. In all alignments, the 16-stranded barrel is the top sequence and the 18-stranded barrel is the bottom sequence.

**Figure 5 — figure supplement 2**

**Changed alignment using alternative structures.** The only alignment with a different number of strands involved using the alternative structures, is the alignment between PDB IDs 2wjr and 2x9k. While the number of strands are identical, in the alternative alignment using the strand definitions of PDB ID 5mwv, it is only aligned with gap residues and therefore the alignment is considered to be one strand shorter.

**Figure 6 — figure supplement 1**

**Identity of stands in alignments at 25% sequence identity.** Identity of strands involved in alignments at 25% sequence identity. For each alignment involving two prototypical barrels, we determined the identity of the strands in each barrel. Each graph represents the distribution of the strands reused in that barrel size.

**Figure 6 — figure supplement 2**
Number of strands in alignments. Length of the strands involved in the alignments between barrels at 85% sequence identity and an E-value ≤ 10^{-3}.

Supplementary file 1
PDB list. List of PDBs in the prototypical group. The format is PDB_chainID.

Supplementary file 2
Alignments between barrels of the same strand number have lower E-values. Log-average E-values of the prototypical barrels, within and between barrels of different sizes. Only interactions with E-values < 10^{-3} were included in the average. The minimum value of each row has been bolded. Values shown are the inverse log of the log-averages.

Animation 1
Network.gif. Gif of the connection network showing the strength of the relationship between outer membrane barrels with different strand numbers. Gif toggles from E-value ≤ 10^{-3} to E-value ≤ 10^{-12}.

Figure 1—source data 1
All alignment data. Alignment data for all edges shown in Figure 1, space-delimited. The header information is in the first row.

Figure 3—source data 1
All internal repeat alignments. Internal repeats for all 138 barrels with an E-value ≤ 10^{-3}, complied from the output of HHalign. The last two columns list the strands involved, indexed from 0. When blank, no strands are involved in the repeat.
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8- to 10-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 1356

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>IntNum</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3gra</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>ESVG......FK.LIDGFKYSVTAPVFR</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2vdf</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>NLETDENKLGKTNVKLPCTGPENRIDLYTGTYTTTLSDSNFRVGA</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3gra</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>S.IFGQSESRSKISLAVAGLQFNPDPVIDA</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2vdf</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>TTKHTLSRSSQSWLAKVHADLSQLONGW</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8- to 12-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 703

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>IntNum</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2maf</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>GPTYVQDLAYAYEYIHTHDEPEPTAPKNKISTVSDYFRNIRTRSVHPAVSVGYTFG...G</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1uyn</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>IGFLKLPSYGRKNSISRS5GAGA...........DEHAEGSVNCTLMLQALGGVVPFAAT</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2maf</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>LTDFQINDKFKYICARVAYCHVRHSIDSTKKTIEVEVTTSNAPOVGGATTYNTPDQ</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1uyn</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>QPLVS..DKAVLPATQVESDLNGRDTVTVG...F.................TGATAATGK</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2maf</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>YQNSRIRVVLGIVAVGFDITPPLTDACARYRHYHNWRLETRFKTHEALGVRVF</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1uyn</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>TGARNMPHTRLVGALGADVFGQGWGLARYSYAGSK....QYGHSGRVGVYRF</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8- to 14-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 1494

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>IntNum</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2x27 X</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>GHKAGDPTIRGGFATVDPPDBSSDIKLGDGKGRKTATVDSDTQLGTLFTY...MEAD.KW</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d5b A</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>NDYMHQFYNSEYLLSSKEBRNAW.................GQRQEGQYSAFLEPKYKGQ</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x27 X</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>GVELVAAATPFNHQDVXGLPGLDKCLADIKQLPEPLIILQTPLMPGQTSASFFPQCGLOVN</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d5b A</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>GVEFYYQIKTMYDEKQPDG...TINEKSDFNERYIEPQYSFD.....DACLTLYTRVVG</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x27 X</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>VTTFDDEALASNRKDAQFESSKLDWGLA.....GELQFDYMLNEHAIHFNAMVYMDID</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d5b A</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>KNETKNDRS........GGGNAGIYFYKDIRKATVGYEQSGESVWAAYEYANEV</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x27 X</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>TKA.SINGPSALGVNKKVDVDVDPQWYMIGFGYQK</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d5b A</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>EKKSRLSG....WEARNKSELQHTQFYAQALRF</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8- to 16-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 529

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>IntNum</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1qj8 A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>STTVGGYAQSDQQ....QANMKQCGFNKLKYBEDNSPLVCIGSFTYTEKSRJASS</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5fva A</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>FGIOTAVSLKRTSSQNDLTYQNGQDKRAYTGYQKLIOYMN...TLYAQYQTYNATVRG</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10- to 12-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 1348

2vdf A 30  HKAALKHGGVRADIPFDAHQQIRLAQFGGRSKNNIINLTDENVNLKGTQ5VKLTQFEPH89
3aeh A 105   TKSWQGCPYAGLGFRSGAYLDVIAYKHNLKDNF....GAGKQNFRESH154

2vdf A 90  .LDLITGTYTTQLTLSNLFRVGAGLGFESSKDSIKTALK...HTLMSR.QSWLAKV141
3aeh A 156  LYAGEAEGYRH...LDTTFPEQAPELVQRLQTFPNWDSGMDVSMRKNAMPLQGR121

2vdf A 142  HALDSQLGN.GWAYNPWSEVFDLNSRYKLTGTNLKPPNISNGYQPVQGA199
3aeh A 213  GYVSGRITSGKDWSTTARRAGLYHEPEFDSADVHLKADAARHQINGKEDRMLYGQVLS272

2vdf A 200  KLGEAESAEAGPEY214
3aeh A 273  GCDMTRLGLEVERS287

12- to 14-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 712

1uyn X 39  NGTGL.RVIATGQDDGTHEqggvekgrmgsqgtvqiaakt...GENTTAATLGMGRSTWS96
2x9k A 39  ANGPW.KIALAYYQEGP.VDYSAGKQRTPDORPELEVYQFTENDDFSFLGTFGRNYYH97

1uyn X 97  EN...SA...ATKTDSSILFACIR...DAGDICYLGLFSYGRYKNSISRST...GADEHAEGSVNC152
2x9k A 98  YVDEPGKDTANMQRWK1APDWDYKLTDIAFNGLWSMYKPPNLDN...TTQYA148

1uyn X 153  LTMQLGALGQVNPFAATGCDTVEGGLRYDLQDFAAGKSALCGSNGLTFCDVLQ212
2x9k A 149  TRLDETIGCGFERETALKNNYLER...GRNMD...SRNNEPSTQIE195

1uyn X 213  DLVSHQPSIDKAVFLATAQVHL.DLNGRDT VGFGATAAAQGTQGARNMPHTLVAGL271
2x9k A 196  YLPITLG.NHSITPYTRICLDRWSDKWQ......D....DIER.CADPNKAVG238

1uyn X 272  GADVENFGNWNLARYSYAEGSKQ....YQHSGRQVQGYAF308
2x9k A 239  FYGQYFQGLSLSVELEAFWQDAEGDS SDKFHYAGQGVNSF280

12- to 16-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 1395

2wjr A 27  NGW...ASMESHTWNTIHNDKKEAALNTYQVNEYAT...DDQTVTRPGMLTH3SS.....80
3nsg A 147  DQLSFGIQYQGKNQDNHSLISOQDQGVTMAEF...DPVTAAYNSKRTNQQQDR202

2wjr A 81  ...NGFRGQPVKLSDWATKDNFGIRYRDKYARQQDL...SGDMCHDNVHRDOVY0X135
3nsg A 203  DGNCDRAAESRAVAKYDIAN.WVYLAAYAETRNMSIVTNTVTDTVMAKTONLLEVQA0Y261
14- to 22-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 1859

2wjr A 196 N. GRDNLS YSYHNGVSYKL 214
3nsg A 322 YSSSYYGTD DAAVGITYL 341

16- to 18-stranded Longest Alignment, excluding Fig 6, IntNum 2149

3nsg A 62 ...KADR.... AE ............GEQGNNSL.VKLAPACLQYAEVGSDYGRNYQYVYVESY 106
3sys A 66 VKLNSQGRGTSNSELLPLHDDGRAADNQCRVCA_AKLQ.V.SSELKIGEMLPDIIPLL.R.Y 122

3nsg A 123 DDGRLLPQTFRGF .........AVVSRE.L....PCLALQAGRFDAVSLRN 159
3sys A 123 DDGRLLPQTFRGF .........AVVSRE.L....PCLALQAGRFDAVSLRN 159

3nsg A 307 VVWDYRPNLIDENDYSSTVYGD DAAVGITYL 340
3sys A 320 TGMVRYGHGUSDATTKA...GSGCCEWDRVGLY 351
14- to 16-stranded Longest Alignment, IntNum 1879

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3bs0 A</th>
<th>4y25 A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>DWrFGAGLFVSSGLGTYGSKSFLSQTENGITQTSFDSSRLTVLRAPIGFSYQATSKLT</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>QFSEKGIYRDLAGYERHSRNWLEA.EYA...ERVFNHEKPGARLSGWYDPMNDNVR</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>FGASVLDLVTSLNLELLLPSQVQALTAQGNLSGGLVPSLAGFVGTGAAHFSLSRNSTA</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>IGSQLEKLHurvplra..............................................</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>GGAADAVGCWGCRLCLOTYKLTDINTLGAHYNFKTSVDLGKATLSASGDG.AV...L...</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>.MKNQTVKBARRAYVRQNERKGYQVSWAFI...DFSSTMQHEVSLEGQERISSLSPY</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>LGDITRYVEPEK...PAILTGLAHNEFNE..RHYVAAALKRAYCDVMDSMNVAAGSLELG</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>LIVDFLPSLLYEQNEHDT.PYYPNPHEFIDIVPAFEASHL.LRSYENSWEQIFSAG.VG</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>IDVALPHRYQDITVASICGXAYKNNDLTLRAGYSAYQALDSELILPSVIPAYLKRHYTFC</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>ASWQAKHYSTDVQLGLYQQIRSDNDVGAATLREWKRHYDGR......EHNLYVEFD</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GEYD</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MTRFR</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Length of Conserved Segments (E-value $\leq 10^{-5}$)

A. 8- to 10-stranded Barrels ($n = 6$)

B. 8- to 12-stranded Barrels ($n = 49$)

C. 8- to 14-stranded Barrels ($n = 14$)

D. 8- to 16-stranded Barrels ($n = 39$)

E. 10- to 12-stranded Barrels ($n = 4$)

F. 12- to 14-stranded Barrels ($n = 3$)

G. 12- to 16-stranded Barrels ($n = 12$)

H. 14- to 22-stranded Barrels ($n = 3$)

I. 16- to 18-stranded Barrels ($n = 13$)

J. 16- to 22-stranded Barrels ($n = 18$)

Number of Strands in Conserved Segment
### Large Rearrangements

**Int Num 317**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int</th>
<th>E-value</th>
<th>Sequence 1</th>
<th>Sequence 2</th>
<th>Sequence 3</th>
<th>Alignment Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1pho</td>
<td>1.1E-6</td>
<td>DGNKLDVGYKVRANTHSNDAS-</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ldv</td>
<td>1.1E-6</td>
<td>AIDKVDVSQVLRAYIDDNOIFKNFNSSNEESEKQHKTRAQVNFSSA1AIDKTRAPFGDFPD6AGTVDGNWTVNEAEGLFLVRILTTENETDVA1Y</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Int Num 1308**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int</th>
<th>E-value</th>
<th>Sequence 1</th>
<th>Sequence 2</th>
<th>Sequence 3</th>
<th>Alignment Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2por</td>
<td>9.8E-6</td>
<td>VLSGDAGMVNHGCDW-</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ldv</td>
<td>9.8E-6</td>
<td>AIDKVDVSQVLRAYIDDNOIFKNFNSSNEESEKQHKTRAQVNFSSA1AIDKTRAPFGDFPD6AGTVDGNWTVNEAEGLFLVRILTTENETDVA1Y</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Int Num 1731**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int</th>
<th>E-value</th>
<th>Sequence 1</th>
<th>Sequence 2</th>
<th>Sequence 3</th>
<th>Alignment Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2zfg</td>
<td>9.5E-6</td>
<td>DGNKLDVGYKVRANTHSNDAS-</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ldv</td>
<td>9.5E-6</td>
<td>AIDKVDVSQVLRAYIDDNOIFKNFNSSNEESEKQHKTRAQVNFSSA1AIDKTRAPFGDFPD6AGTVDGNWTVNEAEGLFLVRILTTENETDVA1Y</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Int Num 2194**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int</th>
<th>E-value</th>
<th>Sequence 1</th>
<th>Sequence 2</th>
<th>Sequence 3</th>
<th>Alignment Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3nsg</td>
<td>3.7E-9</td>
<td>DGNKLDVGYKVRANTHSNDAS-</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ldv</td>
<td>3.7E-9</td>
<td>AIDKVDVSQVLRAYIDDNOIFKNFNSSNEESEKQHKTRAQVNFSSA1AIDKTRAPFGDFPD6AGTVDGNWTVNEAEGLFLVRILTTENETDVA1Y</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Int Num 2866**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int</th>
<th>E-value</th>
<th>Sequence 1</th>
<th>Sequence 2</th>
<th>Sequence 3</th>
<th>Alignment Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4d65</td>
<td>1.1E-8</td>
<td>DGNKLDVGYKVRANTHSNDAS-</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ldv</td>
<td>1.1E-8</td>
<td>AIDKVDVSQVLRAYIDDNOIFKNFNSSNEESEKQHKTRAQVNFSSA1AIDKTRAPFGDFPD6AGTVDGNWTVNEAEGLFLVRILTTENETDVA1Y</td>
<td>GQRDSQYR5F6FGKGETQINDGQTWMEAEP1GNAK-</td>
<td>ESDTAQ4KTRLAFAGLYK-DLGD7FDY</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Int Num 3213
E-value 4.1E-9
5fvn_A 005
MKGDN
IDE7YCVGDLTF SSDDSSQ---------CQPSTYMPLRPQGTCVNDQGTVQQE,IQGEMG-E-NEN
EAKIOVPSGVLLQYITGDONFLALNNQMIQYVTQFQASAIADINPKA
908
5ldv_A 007
NEKGVQVDPQTVQVDR
105
5ldv_A 008
DQSYRGGVYQVTVSSTD--VLPQFG--GTYGSS--D-NF--MQQNQG--GFA---------TRENQPFGLD-LAFAVQTCNGNSAGGED
160
5ldv_A 105
VIAQKLWILINVTNGDGLVTQVKVNSIDLLTLAFASVDMAEQASDDLQGQSTGTYVQNGNNDSFKLDSI---GNNLGAAGAVDSLALQLPQH
202
5ldv_A 160
QTNQRTLELQINGDGSSITTLVNGE---E--YEQGTAYAFQKSSQTXNLIHLQYKANLYLAQYQYTRA---------TV
243
5ldv_A 203
GLL--YAAGVFAVFVDAAYSTIIFDGINITEGALYQNSDELD--KTTYANGNLFKGSLIFNALSASLLGGYDRKEAKSTVISEDQNLGLS
298
5ldv_A 244
4G-----N----LGQANQAPFYFVQAVQGPDGLFPVTASQIGKESLLEKLYDVTQGAYTTYQNDKLSTYVLQELCOMEKTF
330
5ldv_A 299
LLLAEEEEFITFTGSRKLDGTGPIFYVTGQIETNETYQGADFYVGQTEATETHLHGGKLEAVARVYQSKLFNSAFSYVNLQDQNVNT---NSAD
396
5fvn_A 331
DD3QVAGLLYIQF
332
5ldv_A 397
3THTVQDVLQAFY
408
Int Num 3231
E-value 8.3E-9
5nxr_A 006
KDGQNLVYEYCVGDRPIFAASADQYKS------EEDDSRVLQGQDQTQDLCGFORQFWXKTNN----------ENEGKAVNLAYLKE-QSSID
903
5ldv_A 008
EAKIOVPSGVLLQYITGDONFLALNNQMIQYVTQFQASAIADINPKA
105
5ldv_A 094
NGQSYRGGVYQVTVSSTD--VLPQFG--GTYGSS--D-NF--MQQNQG--GFA---------TRENQPFGLD-LAFAVQTCNGNSAGGED
160
5ldv_A 160
VIAQKLWILINVTNGDGLVTQVKVNSIDLLTLAFASVDMAEQASDDLQGQSTGTYVQNGNNDSFKLDSI---GNNLGAAGAVDSLALQLPQH
202
5ldv_A 167
GMKNDQNGQGTYSTALGQ----FYDGGGQGQEQKBDKQSVQDQGQKNEWVSQDYSATGKRAANWGGSTBNMVLALVMQYQNN----
249
5ldv_A 204
GLLAEAYSQAPTVDAAYSTIIFDGINITEGALYQNSDELD--KTTYANGNLFKGSLIFNALSASLLGGYDRKEAKSTVISEDQNLGLS
298
5nxr_A 250
SGEHR--------LDLAAKTNVELAQQGQKDPGLFQVSYLAQIKSELDLEKLYDVTQGAYTTYQNDKLSTYVLQELCOMEKTF
334
5ldv_A 293
QLNSLDIAGEEFQSYGSRKLGDGTGPIFYVTGQIETNETYQGADFYVGQTEATETHLHGGKLEAVARVYQSKLFNSAFSYVNLQDQNVNT---NS
396
5nxr_A 335
EGYINTDNVLGGLYIQF
352
5ldv_A 392
3THTVQDVLQAFY
408

Loop to hairpin

Int Num 372
E-value 4.6E-4
lprn_A 190
TEFGIAADMND------IILAAAYTQAGGG------IVNDOJAAYFAAVTNDAGTVGLNKIDNLSTAGDQTVLYNQF-GAG-TAVAY-SIID
245
3sy7_A 210
TVQYLNSWITIPLAS-QCDLPFPDTNNGKAGAKSGKSITLSLAATYIAGH-TFTLAYQVKGQDDQDPIYFGFRNGSAGGDSIFLANVQYSD
307

Int Num 380
E-value 6.7E-4
lprn_A 190
DNDIATFYQAYGAAYKNDNYGTYLVHGQGNASTGD-QTVLYNQF--ATYAY-AYADRAGDASYGIDQFERA------QNYGNSQSYQG
274
3sd_A 248
DNRKTVSAFSAYCL-3LTYLQGQAVDNSQGDY-----G-WMVNGTSGTGGTLANDSNASYDP-HGERSWQLRXYDFVGLGQGTFTLYRQ
331

Int Num 385
E-value 6.7E-4
lprn_A 160
VTEFGIAADMNDMILIAAYTQAGGG------IVNDOJAYFAAVTNDAGTVGLNKIDNLSTAGDQTVLYNQF-GAG-TAVAY-SIID
247
3to_A 244
CNRNIWAMALAGAHVAFVGQDMQNN-----AFFPGNINT-TPF-VANLMARITFTLP-PELJKWQDADYDAGLFPGLHIGHTRVQGDIDARGAR
336

Int Num 395
E-value 1.0E-3
lprn_A 190
DNDIATFYQAYGAAYKNDNYGTYLVHGQGNASTGD-QTVLYNQF--ATYAY-AYADRAGDASYGIDQFERA------QNYGNSQSYQG
264
4s_A 280
DNRKTVSAFSAYCL-3LTYLQGQAVDNSQGDY-----G-WMVNGTSGTGGTLANDSNASYDP-HGERSWQLRXYDFVGLGQGTFTLYRQ
367
Int Num 910  E-value 2.8E-4
2fgr_A 168  VGRTYGYYVATNNGLLLSGLATAYVAGGLAAHDEIYLGASYNFVAKASLGGLQTRKFGDGDDTKTNYSMLGASAPFG---GVGEVLQYALH
4fxr_A 280  DQHAFGLGGRTGTGQGELSN-------FPLFMNQDGEGSTAYLITTVGQKFQ---QAGSTQVQVQYGDATVQVFIKTTTPTHG

Int Num 922  E-value 6.8E-6
2fgr_A 168  VGRTYGYYVATNNGLLLSGLATAYVAGGLAAHDEIYLGASYNFVAKASLGGLQTRKFGDGDDTKTNYSMLGASAPFG---GVGEVLQYALH
5dl_A 274  TNNIWASITYTGPHSNVLAYQONTTGVS---Y-Y-DQG-NA---DGQFTSYLPSNYSHMDFD-----IGNHHEAQAQYNDOI1KQGWLKFHWTMTAFV

Int Num 2791  E-value 2.8E-5
4aui_A 017  AMADVTCYTIKAGVETSWEAVHGAGQADVRKTEALAEADLLSKIFIKQEDLNLGLTFWQLEKAYVSG--------TDWGOWRQSFILGK-GFGK
5dlv_A 009  AKQDVTVGSLRAHTGQKPNF-LSNSLNNKKQ---QRXRTAQVYNSAIALGAIAXAQFTGIDNAYGOTGVENDNAENGFLQVLQLTINNEDV

Int Num 1265  E-value 1.2E-8
6ehb_A 181  GEDGSLSAIYTTVTDFSGVFAGTQDQNOYKLMASYMNNY-LFPAIFIGCAKADVDYTLAAGYLGQ----Q-AFPATTNNATKAK---K
4fso_A 258  DRARLSLILAYAGQ-GHLSMKROMQINGSM---FIPDGENPYLANIYQVNDF-ANFEERSKWSLADYPFSVQVHGILMTYVNCNRLGARLW

Int Num 2983  E-value 1.9E-4
6ehb_A 181  GEDGSLSAIYTTVTDFSGVFAGTQDQNOYKLMASYMNNY-LFPAIFIGCAKADVDYTLAAGYLGQ----Q-AFPATTNNATKAK---K
4fso_A 262  DRARLSLILAYAGQ-GHLSMKROMQINGSM---FIPDGENPYLANIYQVNDF-ANFEERSKWSLADYPFSVQVHGILMTYVNCNRLGARLW

Int Num 3159  E-value 5.1E-4
6ehb_A 181  GEDGSLSAIYTTVTDFSGVFAGTQDQNOYKLMASYMNNY-LFPAIFIGCAKADVDYTLAAGYLGQ----Q-AFPATTNNATKAK---K
5dlv_A 187  DQHAFGLGGRTGTGQGELSN-------FPLFMNQDGEGSTAYLITTVGQKFQ---QAGSTQVQVQYGDATVQVFIKTTTPTHG

Int Num 3235  E-value 7.0E-9
6ehd_A 005  KSDACTDVFYGQLATEFPLEDKDFP----------TIGSSHSAGVDANTYNDSALGCKVEDLKD-------------GDM4VNNHILGTVN---NGFGK
5dlv_A 007  EEADKDVGVSLVRDYTDGTNPQONLFLSNLNNKEDKHTQRAVQNNIAAIDNPAKFQVDNAYGOTGVNDNANKEAKFLGFQVQLYTTCRDEAVS

Int Num 1268  E-value 1.0E-10
6ehd_A 083  TFGQHMINTT--SDVY-Y-G-A---YSA-FPPGTLGRL-YY-G---TSLDA--------LHDSQ-----KXKVY---EADSFVYKAD
5dlv_A 107  TAGQQLJNITWTDNIGDVLPYCVKQVKNISIDLLAFAVDFQMAAEGQDSSLGGQSTYNGKNNNDFKSLDLSNYGAAAVYGLDAQFQGQLMS

Int Num 1388  E-value 1.3E-11
6ehd_A 138  CFPEDEAKLAEVYWDAG-F-G-DLVAGSGQFSGPRKDSRQTVGGTLUTQDIADVNSFYPEGEHGTGKADQVDVYNAE------------
5dlv_A 207  ALQFVFAADYNADYKFMNAYMGHLQDDSLD-----DKYXPHNLFPMAGTVPSSSGLVSGSLVGGRAKTYVEQGLNL

Int Num 2222  E-value 1.9E-12
6ehd_A 222  ED-----NFPLVEDAEISASYTFVADKTRLYGATEVYKPEANT-----GADEGTDLTVLGYKEASARVLAEARYGCTGDGLTGNKSD
5dlv_A 297  GSLLAGEEIPFTTSGLRQGGTDLMGSNYFGTYGTTQNETAVGADFYGTG---TEATTHLGSKLEVARVDYKEFKNLAFASTYNVQNT---

Int Num 304  E-value 3.2E-13
6ehd_A 304  AEKVAVNSDANIGFAYTW
5dlv_A 392  ---MESADHSTVRQLYK

Int Num 320  E-value 2.7E-20
6ehd_A 320  AEKVAVNSDANIGFAYTW
5dlv_A 392  ---MESADHSTVRQLYK

Int Num 326  E-value 2.7E-20
6ehd_A 326  AEKVAVNSDANIGFAYTW
5dlv_A 392  ---MESADHSTVRQLYK

Int Num 326  E-value 2.7E-20
6ehd_A 326  AEKVAVNSDANIGFAYTW
5dlv_A 392  ---MESADHSTVRQLYK

Int Num 326  E-value 2.7E-20
6ehd_A 326  AEKVAVNSDANIGFAYTW
5dlv_A 392  ---MESADHSTVRQLYK
Loop to hairpin with alternate alignments

Int Num 378 – Loop to hairpin

E-value 1.9E-4

1prn_A 190
DNQIAFVGAYATKHGQTVGLNYTGGLTAGDVTLYGNAFAGT----TVRYVSVSIR-AG-AD-YG-AGTF-A---KTVSVSGVSG 274
3sys_A 245
DQNYVGLGALSIGLGLTLKQGQVS------GWSVTGSGSMGNNEDFQNTAEDSRQVYRNYDFVGLGFDRLLKMTV 328

Int Num 379 – Alternate loop, also loop to hairpin

E-value 2.8E-4

1prn_A 160
VTEFGDADWNNDM111AAYTTDGAGGVNIDVAFGAYKYNADGTVGLNYGGLS- TAGDDVTLYGNTAG---AGT-VRAYVSDIR-------- 246
3sys_A 245
DQNYVGLGALSIGLGLTLKQGQVS------GWSVTGSGSMGNNEDFQNTAEDSRQVYRNYDFVGLGFDRLLKMTV 337

Int Num 1628 – Loop to hairpin

E-value 9.1E-5

6ehb_A 181
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
2y0l_A 256
DNRAFGALFSLFLGNYQAINTAAGYQRISGDDAPYPFLGEGSPLAYTDLSTLFRSTSRGGSKARGQDNLKLMFTSYLAVAAGASQAKNHGGAFFP 347

Int Num 1627 – Alternate alignment

E-value 1.0E-5

6ehb_A 182
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
2y0l_A 189
DHFDSDLGDLRILD-LSASTYNLQLDDYKQHFLGTVHTLDLGQG---KTVSVSGVSGQAVQGAS 287

Int Num 2550 – Loop to hairpin

E-value 1.5E-4

6ehb_A 181
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
3sv_A 256
DNRAFGALFSLFLGNYQAINTAAGYQRISGDDAPYPFLGEGSPLAYTDLSTLFRSTSRGGSKARGQDNLKLMFTSYLAVAAGASQAKNHGGAFFP 347

Int Num 2551 – Alternate alignment

E-value 2.8E-5

6ehb_A 181
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
3sv_A 199
SDATFGAAGFLRILT-ALTASLYNQGKDIYRQTFAGLVHTLDLGQG---KTVSVSGVSGQAVQGAS 287

Int Num 2948 – Loop to hairpin

E-value 1.0E-3

6ehb_A 180
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
4frx_A 279
VNNHARPSQVTTS--GRSIBAYQT1LGNDGDFNLRORDEGTAGTTLTVQPTIQKEPRAGERTWQVRYGDFTAVGTLFYILNLSQKDTHKGTARG 375

Int Num 2947 – Alternate alignment

E-value 1.0E-4

6ehb_A 181
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
4frx_A 192
SNMFIDDGDDYFMM-LQHRYQYMGNQFHQPFGLKDKLHGNQ---KTVSVSGVSGQAVQGAS 290

Int Num 3173 – Loop to hairpin

E-value 1.5E-4

6ehb_A 181
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
5dl7_A 251
LQGQATATTYNNAATAK-------KTVSVSGVSGQAVQGAS 300
4frx_A 291
TVSQHSGIAGQQLIAGQ----FPLNMRKNGSTALTVTQIKFKQARERQTVQVRRYGDFTAVGTLFYILNLSQKDTHKGTARG 371

Int Num 3177 – Loop to hairpin

E-value 1.5E-4

6ehb_A 181
GEDYLSLATIVTDGFYVAGATQ-DOQNYMLAAYSTME---LYVAGLFTDCEAKDVYGELAAGYKLGQ-------Q-AAPTATYNNAATAK------ 268
6ehb A 268  K-------KTADNFAIDATTYF----NFSYISTQPHNLDSDKASKVASEELAITGLRYDF  320
5dl7_A  354  KLLQYGQRFKEDSLEFDGLYKIPEGKLGLMRARFSHYRNMPTNMTFNSANETRLNVDYT  417

Int Num 3174 - alternate alignment
E-value 7.4E-5

6ehb A 181  GEDGYSLSAITTFKDTDFMVAGATQDD-QIETMLAASITME-----NLYPAGLFTIDGEIAK-----DVHTQGELAAGYMLGQAAFTATTNNAATAK--  268
5dl7_A  195  TDSTTLGGLSGLK--DYLRAHAEED--ITQQQFLQPGQEPMDQAFFLGVDVFSNERTQKSKGEYVRKHISLQFLKAGQRTVSLGQQGFSTG  292

6ehb A 269  -----------------------KTADNFAIDATTYF-------NFSYISTQPHNLDSD  300
5dl7_A  293  LPFLSGTEPVVLDFMSSDSNEDKVSIRYRTDFKNAIGDVESEGLAYMTAYAKGEDIT  354
Int Num 1376
E-value 1.1E-4

Original Strand Definitions

2wjr_A 000 RLEVSEGW-Q-NG-WALMEENTMTRH-DNKKE----NAALNDVQVEVNYAIKL-DQVTVERPGMLTHFSS--------MGTRYGPSVYKLWDA-XKTNPS 085
2x9k_A 000 ELEVHYQFLENDDSFEGLTGG-FRNYGHYDEPKDTRMNQRWIAP0MVVDVLTTDPIRPGNWLMSYKFDANDLNTTGTYADTRVETEGQLYTTINVAES 099

2wjr_A 086 IRIRIDMAIAKQDLSGMSSRNYHMDQGTVTHLN--------SDPAMQGQL-KQNDYRYAHKNAKATENAPVLOQHMTTQI--PTEVTEGQYQVY 178
2x9k_A 100 NTTYESNNDOERK-N-GFSTQFTIRAYLPFLCCVSTERTTGRLQNGMNDQWDI----EREGADFHRVGLFYGDPQQLVESLTAFICQADE 194

2wjr_A 179 NGRDNLSEN-STRIGVSFLK 197
2x9k_A 195 ----GDSDKFHYAVGNYISF 211

Alternative Strand Definitions

2wjr_A 000 RLEVSEGW-Q-NG-WALMEENTMTRH-DNKKE----NAALNDVQVEVNYAIKL-DQVTVERPGMLTHFSS--------MGTRYGPSVYKLWDA-XKTNPS 085
5mwv_A 000 ELEVHYQFLENDDSFEGLTGG-FRNYGHYDEPKDTRMNQRWIAP0MVVDVLTTDPIRPGNWLMSYKFDANDLNTTGTYADTRVETEGQLYTTINVAES 099

2wjr_A 086 IRIRIDMAIAKQDLSGMSSRNYHMDQGTVTHLN--------SDPAMQGQL-KQNDYRYAHKNAKATENAPVLOQHMTTQI--PTEVTEGQYQVY 178
5mwv_A 100 NTTYESNNDOERK-N-GFSTQFTIRAYLPFLCCVSTERTTGRLQNGMNDQWDI----EREGADFHRVGLFYGDPQQLVESLTAFICQADE 194

2wjr_A 179 NGRDNLSEN-STRIGVSFLK 197
5mwv_A 195 ----GDSDKFHYAVGNYISF 211